Removed, displaced and disoriented, 15 disabled Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander performers reconnect to country and kin via multi-media performance journeys mapped with unexpected humour, tenacity and grace.

15 NOVEMBER
Fri 4pm & 7pm

The Milgram Project
Theatre
In Absence Of Dance

The work is about four people stranded in a forest. Attuned to everyday chance occurrences interactions are amplified by emotional and physical challenges imposed by the living, shifting 3D environment.

23 AUGUST
Fri 4pm & 7pm

In Absence Of Dance

The Awkward Man
Theatre

The Awkward Man is a theatre work about an invisible life made blatantly, voyeuristically visible. It takes place in a purpose built venue placed outdoors.

18 OCTOBER
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Chance Dance/Media

The Milgram Project

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted social experiments to shocking and sensational ends. Those experiments and their exploration of authority and obedience are the starting point for a new theatre work.

2 AUGUST
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Audio Commentary Theatre

Audio Commentary is a work in progress by 3 artists creating a surreal and illusory world of images and imagination.

From Darkness the Day Dance/Music/Media

An inter-media promenade performance weaving together dance, sound and projection - a new collaboration between six artists creating a surreal and illusionary world of images and imagination.

3 MAY
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Decomposition Theatre/Dance

Stone/CASTRO’s latest theatre/dance work departs from the legend of Portuguese King Don Sebastian, who disappeared mysteriously in a battle. Set in a fog, somewhere, the “sleeping king” returns to save the nation.

15 November
Fri 4pm & 7pm

The Milgram Project
Theatre

In Absence Of Dance

The work is about four people stranded in a forest. Attuned to everyday chance occurrences interactions are amplified by emotional and physical challenges imposed by the living, shifting 3D environment.

19 DECEMBER
Thu 4pm & 7pm

The Awkward Man
Theatre

The Awkward Man is a theatre work about an invisible life made blatantly, voyeuristically visible. It takes place in a purpose built venue placed outdoors.

6 DECEMBER
Fri 4pm & 7pm

The Awkward Man
Theatre

The Awkward Man is a theatre work about an invisible life made blatantly, voyeuristically visible. It takes place in a purpose built venue placed outdoors.

19 DECEMBER
Thu 4pm & 7pm

The Milgram Project
Theatre

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted social experiments to shocking and sensational ends. Those experiments and their exploration of authority and obedience are the starting point for a new theatre work.

23 AUGUST
Fri 4pm & 7pm

In Absence Of Dance

The Awkward Man
Theatre

The Awkward Man is a theatre work about an invisible life made blatantly, voyeuristically visible. It takes place in a purpose built venue placed outdoors.

18 OCTOBER
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Chance Dance/Media

The Milgram Project

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted social experiments to shocking and sensational ends. Those experiments and their exploration of authority and obedience are the starting point for a new theatre work.

2 AUGUST
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Audio Commentary Theatre

Audio Commentary is a work in progress by 3 artists creating a surreal and illusory world of images and imagination.

From Darkness the Day Dance/Music/Media

An inter-media promenade performance weaving together dance, sound and projection - a new collaboration between six artists creating a surreal and illusory world of images and imagination.

3 MAY
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Decomposition Theatre/Dance

Stone/CASTRO’s latest theatre/dance work departs from the legend of Portuguese King Don Sebastian, who disappeared mysteriously in a battle. Set in a fog, somewhere, the “sleeping king” returns to save the nation.

15 November
Fri 4pm & 7pm

The Milgram Project
Theatre

In Absence Of Dance

The work is about four people stranded in a forest. Attuned to everyday chance occurrences interactions are amplified by emotional and physical challenges imposed by the living, shifting 3D environment.

19 DECEMBER
Thu 4pm & 7pm

The Milgram Project
Theatre

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted social experiments to shocking and sensational ends. Those experiments and their exploration of authority and obedience are the starting point for a new theatre work.

2 AUGUST
Fri 4pm & 7pm

Audio Commentary Theatre

Audio Commentary is a work in progress by 3 artists creating a surreal and illusory world of images and imagination.

From Darkness the Day Dance/Music/Media

An inter-media promenade performance weaving together dance, sound and projection - a new collaboration between six artists creating a surreal and illusionary world of images and imagination.